We consider the problem of estimating the volume of a compact domain in a Euclidean space based on a uniform sample from the domain. We assume the domain has a boundary with positive reach. We propose a data splitting approach to correct the bias of the plug-in estimator based on the sample α-convex hull. We show that this simple estimator achieves a minimax lower bound that we derive. Some numerical experiments corroborate our theoretical findings.
Introduction
We consider the problem of estimating the volume of a compact domain 1 S of a Euclidean space based on an IID sample from the uniform distribution supported on S. Concretely, we are given a set of points X n = {X 1 , . . . , X n }, which we assume are drawn independently from the uniform distribution on S ⊂ R d , and our goal is to estimate the volume of S. Let ∂S denote the boundary of a set S ⊂ R d , namely ∂S =S ∩ S c , whereS denotes the closure of S and S c = R d ∖ S is the complement of S. We assume the following:
Both S and S c satisfy the r-rolling condition.
(1) Definition 1. A set S is said to fulfill the r-rolling condition if for any x ∈ ∂S there is a open ball B with radius r such that B ∩ S = ∅ and x ∈ ∂B.
Our assumption is equivalent to requiring that S and S c are r-convex (Perkal, 1956) . If, in addition, S is equal to the closure of its interior (which we assume henceforth), then this is also equivalent to asking that ∂S has reach ≥ r (Federer, 1959) . See (Cuevas et al., 2012; Pateiro-Lopez, 2008; Walther, 1997 Walther, , 1999 . Effectively, when ∂S has bounded curvature, the condition is satisfied if r > 0 is small enough.
Lower bound
Let µ denote the Lebesgue measure of R d . Also, let E S denote the expectation corresponding to X 1 , . . . , X n sampled IID from the uniform distribution on S. We prove the following lower bound in Section 2. Theorem 1. Let C r (δ) denote the class of the convex sets S satisfying (1) with diameter at most δ. Assume δ > 4r. There is a numerical constant C > 0 such that
where the infimum is over all (measurable) functions ϕ ∶ R dn ↦ R.
Our estimator
We propose an estimator in Section 3 based on the set estimator of Rodríguez-Casal (2007) .
Definition 2. A set S is said to be α-convex if for any point x ∉S there is a open ball B of radius α such that x ∈ B and B ∩S = ∅ (Perkal, 1956) . Given a set S, its α-convex hull is the smallest α-convex set that contains S. It is denoted by C α (S).
The notion of r-convex hull is closely related to the notion of α-shape, well-known in computational geometry (Edelsbrunner et al., 1983) .
The set estimator of Rodríguez-Casal (2007) is C α (X n ), the α-convex hull of the sample X n . It happens that the plug-in estimator µ(C α (X n )) is only able to achieve the rate O(n −2 (d+1) ). The estimator we propose corrects the bias of this estimator as follows. The sample is randomly divided into two subsamples. The first subsample is used to estimate S via its α-convex hull, denotedŜ, while the second subsample is used to estimate the volume of S ∖Ŝ. Thus the procedure is based on sample splitting. In detail, randomly split the sample X n into two subsamples X ′ n and X ′′ n of respective sizes m and n − m, where m is a given integer (for example, m = [n 2]). The estimator is computed in several steps:
1. FormŜ ∶= C α (X ′ n ), the α-convex hull of the first subsample.
Computep ∶=
. This is the proportion of points in the second subsample that fall outside the α-convex hull of the first subsample.
Return the estimatorV
Theorem 2. Assume that S satisfies (1). Fix α ∈ (0, r] and β ∈ (0, 1 2), and take m such that β ≤ m n ≤ 1 − β. Then estimatorV defined in (3) satisfies
for a constant c > 0 not depending on n.
Comparing with Theorem 1, we see that our estimator (3) achieves the minimax rate over the class of sets that satisfy (1) (and are not necessarily convex). Our method of estimation can be easily enhanced to provide a confidence interval. We briefly discuss this issue and perform some numerical experiments to evaluate our proposal. Rényi and Sulanke (1964) consider the estimation of the area of a convex set S ⊂ R 2 with bounded curvature (conditions that imply (1)) using the area of the sample convex hull, obtaining a precise rate of convergence in expectation of order O(n −2 3 ). Bräker and Hsing (1998) extend their results to other sampling distributions. Very recently, Baldin and Reiß (2015) reconsider the case of a uniform sampling distribution, but with the added assumption that the sample size is Poisson distributed -in which case the sample comes from a Poisson spatial process with constant intensity over the domain of interest. Under some conditions, they derive the UMVU (uniformly of minimum variance among unbiased estimators) based on a bias correction, but without sample splitting. Korostelëv and Tsybakov (1993) consider the problem of volume estimation in an image model. One of the settings they assume that S is of the form S = {(x, y) ∈ [0, 1] 2 ∶ y ≥ g(x)} for some function g with a given Hölder smoothness. Then the data are of the form (Z 1 , Y 1 ), . . . , (Z n , Y n ), with Z 1 , . . . , Z n IID uniform in [0, 1] 2 and Y i = ξ i I{Z i ∈ S}, where the ξ i 's are IID Bernoulli (independent of the X i 's) and represent the noise. In this setting, they prove a lower bound and provide a rather complex estimator that achieves that lower bound within a poly-logarithmic factor. The class of Hölder smoothness of order 2 is very close to our setting, and for that class Korostelëv and Tsybakov (1993) obtain the same error rate as we do here. This work is refined and extended by Gayraud (1997) , who obtains similar results in arbitrary dimension with unknown sampling distribution. The case of a convex support set is also covered. The underlying method uses sample splitting.
Related work
The work of Gayraud (1997) , complemented by that of Baldin and Reiß (2015) , shows that the minimax estimation rate under the assumption of convexity (without smoothness assumption) is n −(d+3) (2d+2) , meaning, the same as the minimax estimation rate under the r-rolling condition (without convexity assumption). Theorem 1 shows, in fact, that adding to the r-rolling condition the assumption of convexity does not make the problem substantially easier from a minimax standpoint.
Content
In Section 2 we prove the lower bound stated in Theorem 1. In Section 3 we study our estimator and establish Theorem 2. Some numerical experiments are presented in Section 4. We discuss some extensions and open problems in Section 5.
Minimax lower bound
In this section we prove Theorem 1. We employ a simple form of Le Cam's method as expounded in (Yu, 1997, Lem 1) . The construction that follows is similar to that of Mammen and Tsybakov (1995) for the problem of set estimation.
Consider the ball centered at the origin of radius r 0 ∶= δ 2 > 2r, denoted B 0 . Let y 1 , . . . , y m denote a 2ε-packing of ∂B 0 of maximal size, so that m ≍ ε −(d−1) , as is well-known. The intersection of ∂B(y j , ε) and ∂B 0 is the sphere ∂B(y j , ε) ∩ H j , where
, so that 2θ is the aperture of the cone with apex the origin and with base H j ∩ B 0 . Let C j denote the corresponding infinite cone. Define another hyperplane
Note that H j is at distance r 0 −ε 2 2r 0 from the origin, while K j is parallel to H j and at distance r 0 −h from the origin. Define the half-spaceK j = {x ∈ R d ∶ ⟨x, y j ⟩ ≤ r 2 0 − r 0 h} and thenH j analogously. Let Q j denote the points x ∈ B 0 with the property that there is a ball B of radius r such that x ∈ B ⊂ B 0 ∩K j . In other words, we remove from B 0 the cap defined by K j and obtain Q j by rolling a ball of radius r inside the resulting set. By construction, B 0 ∩H j ⊂ Q j ⊂ B 0 ∩K j , and in particular the different sets B 0 ∩ Q For ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω m ) ∈ {0, 1} m , let
By construction, for any ω, both S c ω and S ω satisfy the r-rolling condition, the latter being convex by Lemma 2 in the Appendix.
Let Π denote the uniform distribution on Ω ∶= {ω ∶ ω 1 = }, where for ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω m ) ∈ {0, 1} m , we let ω 1 = ∑ j ω j . The parameter will be chosen later on.
where P 0 is the uniform distribution on B 0 , P 1 is the mixture of P Sω when ω ∼ Π , and TV denotes the total variation metric for distributions. This is the bound we work with. We first bound η, from below but also from above, as this will be needed later on. Let γ denote the angle associated to K j as θ is associated to H j , and note that γ = acos(1 − h 2 r 2 0 ). We will take ε small, and as ε → 0 we have that m → ∞, θ ∼ ε r 0 , and γ ∼ 2h r 0 .
The volume of a cap of the unit ball in R d at distance 1 − t from the origin is equal to
Using this, as ε → 0,
Define
where ζ d is the volume of the unit ball in dimension d. Then
where the inequality is Cauchy-Schwarz's. We have
with
where
has the hypergeometric distribution with parameters (m, , ) when w, w ′ are IID with distribution Π , and letting V denote a random variable with that distribution, we have
where in the third line we assumed that
The function x ↦ e ax (with a > 0 fixed) being convex, we may apply (Hoeffding, 1963, Th 4) to bound the last expectation by
where W is binomial with parameters ( , m). We then continue
Therefore, we conclude that
From (8), we know there is a constant c 0 such that
Hence (16) and (17) are implied by
Taking ε = n −1 (d+1) , we can see that we may set = [cn (d−1) (2d+2) ] with c > 0 a sufficiently small constant. Note that η ≍ 1 n with this choice of ε by (8). This guarantees that, n being large enough, E 0 (Z 2 ) ≤ 2, and when this is the case, from (10), the RHS of (6) is lower-bounded by
, which concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
Performance analysis for our estimator
In this section we analyze our estimatorV defined in (3) and prove Theorem 2. We start with Theorem 3, which bounds E µ(C α (X n ) △ S) . (△ denotes the symmetric difference). Theorem 3 generalizes Theorem 1 in (Pateiro-López and Rodríguez-Casal, 2013) to the d-dimensional Euclidean space. Although some arguments in the proof of the result (see the Appendix) are analogous to those used in the bidimensional case, the proof of Theorem 3 is not just an extension of the existing proof in that paper. In particular, see Lemmas 3 and 4. The proof is based on unpublished work in (Pateiro-Lopez, 2008) .
Theorem 3. Let S be a nonempty compact subset of R d such that both S and S c satisfy the r-rolling condition. Let X be a random variable with probability distribution P X and support S. We assume that the probability distribution P X satisfies that there exists δ > 0 such that
. . , X n } be a random sample from X and let {α n } be a sequence of positive numbers which do not depend on the sample and such that α n ≤ r. If the sequence {α n } satisfies
We use Theorem 3 and other results in (Rodríguez-Casal, 2007) to establish Lemma 1 below. Theorem 3 is in fact a bit more than what we need, and is really only used to obtain the bound (22) -by taking P X to be the uniform distribution on S and α n = α ∈ (0, r]. Lemma 1. Let S ⊂ R d be compact and satisfy (1). Also, let X n denote a sample of size n from the uniform distribution on S. For any α ∈ (0, r], there is a constant c > 0 not depending on n such that
and also,
Remark 1. Assuming that r is known and that we choose α accordingly (for example, α = r), we have C α (X n ) ⊂ S, which implies
so that, by (22), the plug-in estimator µ(C α (X n )) achieves the error rate O(n −2 (d+1) ). We conjecture that this is sharp, and if so, the plug-in estimator does not achieves the error rate obtained in Theorem 1, not even within a poly-logarithmic factor.
Proof of Theorem 2. Recall the process leading toV in (3). Letp = µ(S ∖Ŝ) µ(S) and note that µ(S) = µ(Ŝ) (1 −p). Let V = µ(S), which is what we want to estimate, and letV 0 = µ(Ŝ), which is the plug-in estimate. Note that V =V 0 (1 −p), so that
We have
BecauseV ≤ 2V 0 ≤ 2V ,
for some constant c 1 > 0, by Lemma 1 and the fact that m ≥ βn. Similarly, we have
for a constant c 2 > 0, using the fact that, givenp, (n−m)p ∼ Bin(n−m,p), and applying Bernstein's inequality together with the fact that n − m ≥ βn. Finally, using the fact that
whenp < 1 4 andp ≤ 1 2, we have
for a constant c 3 > 0, using the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality, the fact that, givenp, (n − m)p ∼ Bin(n − m,p), and Lemma 1. Combining all bounds, and noticing that (d + 3) (2d + 2) ≤ 1 for all d ≥ 1, proves the result.
Remark 2. This estimator relies heavily on the fact that the sampling distribution is uniform. If this is not the case, it can be biased downward or upward. For example, suppose that S is the unit disc in dimension 2 and that the sampling distribution has the following density
where a, b > 0. In that case, with high probability as n becomes large,
and by varying a and b, c can be any real in (0, 4 3). If c < 1, the estimator remains biased downward, while if c > 1, it is biased upward, achieving the same rate as the plug-in estimator of Remark 1.
Confidence intervals Our procedure lends itself naturally to the computation of confidence intervals. Indeed, we can see that it boils down to computing a confidence interval forp based on the second half of the sample. A natural interval is based onp, which givenp satisfies (n − m)p ∼ Bin(n − m,p).
Numerical experiments
Here we discuss the results of a simulation study that illustrates the performance of the proposed volume estimatorV of (3). We consider the set
Note that S is r-convex for r = 0.25 and µ(S) = π(1 − 0.25 2 ). In the first experiment, we generate a sample of size n from the uniform distribution on S and calculate the estimatorV . We consider different sizes m for the subsample X ′ n (different ways of splitting the sample) and different values of α. Each setting is repeated B = 500 times. Figure 2 shows the mean values µ(S) −V µ(S) over the B repeats (error bars represent one standard deviation). We do the same for µ(C α (X n )) instead ofV . Bagging In the second experiment, we study the same scenarios as in the first experiment, and examine the strategy of performing the sample splitting multiple times. The new estimator, denoted V bag , is obtained by computingV for b = 100 random sample splittings and averaging these. This is a form of bagging, therefore the name. Figure 3 shows the mean values of µ(S) −V bag µ(S) over the B repeats. (B = 500 as before.) As it can be seen, compared to Figure 2 , this bagging technique reduces the variance of the error.
Confidence intervals As mentioned before, the proposed method lends itself naturally to the computation of confidence intervals for µ(S) based on the computation of confidence intervals forp. We use the method of Wilson (1927) for that purpose. Results of the estimated coverage probability and estimated mean length of the confidence intervals for different nominal confidence levels are Table 1 : Coverage and length of the confidence interval for µ(S) based on a confidence interval forp. We split the sample in half (meaning, we used m = n 2) and used α = 0.25. Each setting is repeated B = 500 times and what are shown are the averages of the B repeats.
The convex case We replicated the study in (Baldin and Reiß, 2015) to compare the performance of our estimatorV with that of the estimators discussed in that paper for the convex case. Data points are simulated for an ellipse, S, with center at the origin, major axis of length 10 and minor axis of length 4; see Figure 4 (left). More specifically, for different values of n, we generated B = 500 samples from a Poisson spatial process over S with constant intensity λ = n µ(S). The size of each sample, N , is Poisson distributed with mean n. For the computation ofV we randomly split each sample into two subsamples of equal size and compute the α-convex hull of the first subsample with α = 10. We base our choice of α on the fact that, under the assumption of convexity, the α-convex hull estimator works reasonably well for large values of α. Figure 4 (right) shows, for the considered estimators, the RMSE normalized by the true area based on the B = 500 Monte Carlo iterations for each n. We use the same notation as in (Baldin and Reiß, 2015) . Our estimatorV performs slightly better than the rate-optimal estimator based on sample splitting by Gayraud (1997) , denoted bŷ υ G . The best performance corresponds toυ oracle , altough its computation depends on the unknown intensity λ. The estimatorsυ plugin andυ, for the case of unknown intensity λ, also perform well. As already pointed out by Baldin and Reiß (2015) , all these methods clearly outperform the results of other estimators that are not rate-optimal, such as the Lebesgue measure of the convex hull of the sample, denoted by Ĉ , and the so-called naive oracle estimator N λ. 
Discussion
Choice of parameters. The first estimator we propose, just like the plug-in estimator, depends on the choice of α > 0. We proved our result (Theorem 2) under the assumption that α ≤ r, but in general r is unknown. Also, although the theory works for any α thus chosen, in practice, an optimal choice for α may depend on the sample size. Under uniform sampling, in Rodríguez-Casal and Saavedra-Nieves (2014) is proposed a data-driven selector of α, α n , such that, with probability one, satisfies α n ≤ r and α n → r.
Extensions. We are confident that our proof arguments proceed with relatively minor modifications when ∂S is piecewise smooth. However, our working condition (1) -which is equivalently expressed as a requirement on the reach of ∂S -is simple and compact, and the resulting analysis already contains all the intricacies. A more substantial extension is to the setting of an unknown sampling distribution. This setting is considered in (Gayraud, 1997) , where the sampling density is estimated by a standard kernel procedure, and that estimate is incorporated in the estimator of the volume. Although the methodology and theory developed in that paper do not apply directly, an adaptation to our setting (namely, to sets satisfying (1)) seems viable.
Perimeter. A parallel line of research tackles the problem of estimating the perimeter of S. In fact, this problem is also considered by Rényi and Sulanke (1964) and Bräker and Hsing (1998) , still in the context of a convex support set in dimension d = 2. More recently, in the same setting as ours here, but restricted to dimension d = 2, Cuevas et al. (2012) study the perimeter of the sample α-convex hull, while Arias-Castro and Rodríguez-Casal (2015) study the perimeter of the sample α-shape. Parallel to the work of Korostelëv and Tsybakov (1993) , and working with a similar model, we find the work of Kim and Korostelev (2000) . We also mention a series of papers that consider the closely related problem of estimating the Minkowski content of the boundary of S, still under a similar model, making various regularity assumptions on S (Cuevas et al., 2007; Jiménez and Yukich, 2011; Rodríguez-Casal, 2008, 2009 ). It would be interesting to obtain similar results for the problem of estimating the perimeter of S under our setting or some of these other settings.
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A Appendix: additional proofs A.1 Rolling a ball inside a convex set Definition 3. For a set S and α > 0, let G α (S) denote the set of x ∈ S with the property that there is an open ball B of radius α such that x ∈ B ⊂ S.
is either empty or convex.
Proof. Write G for G α (S). By definition (and the axiom of choice), for any x ∈ S we may choose an open ball of radius α, denoted B x , such that x ∈ B x ⊂ S. Suppose S contains a ball of radius α, for otherwise G is empty and there is nothing else to prove. Take x, y ∈ G and let C denote the convex hull of B x ∪ B y . On the one hand, C ⊂ S, because B x ∪ B y ⊂ S and S is convex. On the other hand, for all z ∈ C, there is a ball B of radius α such that z ∈ B ⊂ C. This is obvious from the fact that C is the union of the cylinder with center rod [xy] and radius α and the two half balls defined by B x and B y on each end, which can be expressed as
Hence, C ⊂ G, and in particular, [xy] ⊂ G since [xy] ⊂ C. This being true for all x, y ∈ G, we conclude that G is indeed convex.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 3
The arguments are only sketched and more details can be found in (Pateiro-Lopez, 2008) . Before proving Theorem 3, we need to introduce some notation. The distance between x ∈ R d and S ⊂ R d is defined as dist(x, S) = inf s∈S x − s . Given a unit vector u and an angle θ ∈ [0, π 2], consider the infinite cone with apex x, axis u and aperture 2θ defined by
Note that the notation is slightly different from the one we used in Section 2. For h > 0, consider the finite cone obtained by intersecting an infinite cone with a ball of radius h centered at its apex, (x, h) . For x ∈ R d and r > 0, let E x,r = {B(y, r) ∶ y ∈ B(x, r)}.
Definition 4. The family of sets U is said to be unavoidable for another family of sets E if, for all E ∈ E, there exists U ∈ U such that U ⊂ E.
Lemma 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 3 (and recalling the definition of δ there), for any x ∈ S such that dist(x, ∂S) > α n 2, there exists a finite family U x,αn with at most m 1 elements, unavoidable for E x,αn and that satisfies
where m 1 ≥ 1 depends only on d and L 1 > 0 only on (d, δ).
Proof. The case d = 1 is handled separately. For x ∈ R under the stated conditions let us consider the unavoidable family
The result holds for L 1 = δ 2. For the case d = 2, see Proposition 1 of (Pateiro-López and Rodríguez-Casal, 2013) . Let us then assume that d ≥ 3 and fix θ = π 6. There exists a finite family W , with m 1 unit vectors (m 1 dependent only on d), such that we can cover B(x, α n ) by the cones C θ u,αn (x), with u ∈ W . The family
where the equality comes from the fact that dist(x, ∂S) > α n 2. Finally,
where ω d denotes the Lebesgue measure of the unit ball in R d . The proof is complete with
Lemma 4. Under the conditions of Theorem 3 (and recalling the definition of r and δ there), for any x ∈ S such that dist(x, ∂S) ≤ α n 2, there exists a finite family U x,αn with at most m 2 elements, unavoidable for E x,αn and that satisfies
where m 2 ≥ 1 depends only on d and L 2 > 0 only on (d, r, δ).
Proof. Let x ∈ S such that dist(x, ∂S) ≤ α n 2. We denote ρ = dist(x, ∂S). For d = 1 consider the unavoidable family U x,αn = {[x − ρ, x], [x, x + ρ]} and the result holds for L 2 = δ. For the case d = 2, see Proposition 2 of (Pateiro-López and Rodríguez-Casal, 2013). Let us assume that d ≥ 3. Using the rolling condition, let P Γ x be the metric projection of x onto Γ ∶= ∂S and η the outward pointing unit normal vector at P Γ x. By the fact that S c satisfies the r-rolling ball condition, we have that B(P Γ x − rη, r) ⊂ S. Thus, given U x,αn an unavoidable family of sets for E x,αn , we have that
for all U ∈ U x,αn . We can assume, without loss of generality, that x is the origin and η = −e d , where e d denotes the d-th canonical basis vector. Then, the problem reduces to defining a suitable family of sets U 0,αn unavoidable for E 0,αn and giving a lower bound for µ(U ∩ B((r − ρ)e d , r)) independent of U ∈ U 0,αn . We partition B(0, α n ) into the following two sets
In order to simplify the notation, we write C First, let us consider G αn . Fix θ = π 6 and γ ∈ (0, π 6), say γ = π 7. There exists a finite family W G , with m G unit vectors (depending only on d), with the property that for all y ∈ G αn there exists u ∈ W G such that C θ u,αn ⊂ B(y, α n ) and ⟨u,
There is an absolute angleθ > 0 with the property that, for each unit vector u with ⟨u, e d ⟩ ≥ − sin γ there exists a unit vectorũ such that Cθ u ⊂ C θ u ∩ H 0 . Now, for ψ = ρ(2r − ρ) and for each u ∈ W G ,
where τ n ∶= min(ψ, α n ). The ball B(0, τ n ) can be covered by a finite number m (depending only on d) of cones Cθ u,τn , with varyingũ. Using that α n ≤ r and ρ ≤ α n 2, we have that
and, therefore,
where L G ∶= w d m > 0 only depends on d. Now, let us consider F αn . First, we define the set
where h 1 ∶= ρ(2r − ρ) (2(r + α n − ρ)); see Figure 5 (left). It can be proved that C ‡ ⊂ B((r − ρ)e d , r) and unavoidable family with sets of the form Q θ u ∩C ‡ , all with the same Lebesgue measure; see Figure 6 . Fix θ = π 6. There exists a finite family W F , with m F unit vectors in R d−1 (depending only on d), with the property that for all y ∈ F αn there exists u ∈ W F such that Q θ u ∩ C ‡ ⊂ B(y, α n ). Finally, we use that C ‡ ⊂ B((r − ρ)e d , r), the fact that C ‡ can be covered by the sets Q θ u ∩ C ‡ with u ∈ W F , and (42), to obtain the following sequence of inequalities 
This completes the proof of the lemma, with m 2 ∶= m G + m F depending only on d and
Proof of Theorem 3. Let S n = C αn (X n ). With probability one, X n ⊂ S, which implies S n ⊂ S and E µ(S n △ S) = E µ(S ∖ S n ) = S P (∃y ∈ B(x, α n ) ∶ B(y, α n ) ∩ X n = ∅)µ(dx).
For each x ∈ S we choose a finite family U x,αn unavoidable for E x,αn . Then, as a consequence of Definition 4, we have P (∃y ∈ B(x, α n ) ∶ B(y, α n ) ∩ X n = ∅) ≤ U ∈Ux,α n (1 − P X (U )) n ≤ U ∈Ux,α n exp (−nP X (U )) .
We partition S into two subsets S 1 = {x ∈ S ∶ dist(x, ∂S) > α n 2} , S 2 = {x ∈ S ∶ dist(x, ∂S) ≤ α n 2} .
For those x ∈ S 1 , choose a family as in Lemma 3, to get
where m 1 and L 1 are defined in Lemma 3. For those x ∈ S 2 , choose a family as in Lemma 4, and follow the same arguments as in (Pateiro-López and Rodríguez-Casal, 2013) , to get
It follows from (48) and (49), and all the derivations that precede these, that
Since α n is bounded by r and nα 
